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HOG Ride – Saturday September 26, 2020 

 Twilight Loop Ride : Eastern Creek-Camden-Eastern Creek 

Our ride today is a twilight loop ride heading south and west from Eastern Creek enjoying a variety 
of great roads that include some major arterials as well as meandering and winding country roads. 
We have a brief stop at a scenic lookout point at Razorback before returning to Eastern Creek at the 
BP truck stop servo for refreshments before going home.  This loop ride will be approximately 120 
kms in length with an anticipated time duration of just over 2 hours. Easy!  
 
Just for fun, lets check out information on Twilight!  
 

 
 
Image 1 (downloaded) - We have just passed the September equinox which was on September 22 
where the night and day are exactly the same length in time, 12 hours each. Now, in the southern 
hemisphere, the days lengthen by about 2 minutes per day until the December solstice where they 
begin to shorten again. So sunset for today is 5.54 pm with the daylength being 12 hours, 15 minutes 
and 9 seconds.  

 
 
Image 2 (downloaded) – Sunset is simply the point that the sun disappears over the horizon. In its 
most general sense, twilight is the period of time before sunrise and after sunset, in which the 
atmosphere is partially illuminated by the sun, being neither totally dark or completely lit. The sun is 
not directly visible because it is below the horizon, but its rays are scattered by Earth's atmosphere 
to create the colours of twilight.  



This newsletter contains 36 images taken on the day of the ride as well as 7 downloaded 
images.  

 

 

Image 3 – We start arriving around 4.00 pm at the Red Rooster carpark on the M4 westbound at 
Eastern Creek for a scheduled 4.45 pm departure. 

Here we see Vicki our current Membership Officer, one of the first to arrive. 
 

 

Image 4 – Soon after we see Craig arrive with wife Ashleigh. 



 

Image 5 – Check out the great flame-job on Craigs bike! 

 

 

 

Image 6 – Another photo of Craig and Ashleigh. 



 

Image 7 – My friend Giuseppe rides a BMW motorcycle but loves the HOG group rides and wanted 

to join us again for a bit of fun tonight. 

 

Image 8 – And one of my neighbours has heard of our great HOG rides and wanted to check it our 

for himself. This is Karl with his brand-new Yamaha X-Max 300 cc scooter. 



 

Image 9 – Another non-Harley rider with us today is Pier with his 2009 Yamaha MT-07. 

 

 

 

Image 10 – And here is the Chapter Youth Representative Belle with her 2018 Harley Iron 1200. 



 

Image 11 – This bike belongs to Steve, it’s a 2018 CVO Road Glide. Nooiiiccceee. 

 

 

 

Image 12 – Johnny also joins us today after a recent visit to the barbers where he had at least half of 

his beard trimmed off. 



 

Image 13 – Craig with wife Barbara are now very regular attendees after recently becoming HOG 

members. 

 

 

Image 14 – Some of the women on the ride tonight are from left Bessy, Helen, Vicki, Tracey, Sylvia, 

and Jane with daughter Belle. 



 

Image 15 – In the foreground we see Vicki with Bessy at left and Sylvia at right. 

 

 

 

Image 16 – Here we see Manuel with wife Bessy. 



 

Image 17 – From left we see Lindsay, Dick, myself (Sergio), Ashleigh and Craig. 

 

 

Image 18 – Signing the Indemnity sheet is Rose with Helen looking on. 



 

Image 19 – At 4.40 pm the Road Captains meet to discuss ride strategies with the usual emphasis on 

safety. 

 

 

 

Image 20 – Today Brook is the Lead Road Captain and it is his responsibility to convene the Road 

Captains meeting and deliver the brief. 



 

Image 21 – At 4.45 pm Brook also needs to brief all in attendance regarding aspects of the ride 

tonight. This includes route, stops, duration and safety concerns. 

 

 

Image 22 – Here we see Brook in the foreground barking out his brief. 



 

Image 23 - We depart close to schedule at 4.55 pm and you can see the setting sun waits for no one. 

 

 

 

Image 24 – Here we all saddle up ready to depart in one cohesive group. 



 

Image 25 - We depart right on 5.00 pm with the weather predicted to remain dry and temperatures 

to range from 140C down to 110C during the ride. That’s a bit cool but if you are dressed right you 

won’t feel a bit cold. 

 

 

Image 26 – Yeah, its nice to be on the ride tonight! 



 

Image 27 – Sunset is due at 5.54 pm and its now 5.22 pm which is why you can still see the shadows 

cast by the sun. 

 

 

Image 28 - Now 5.33 pm and just before sunset where you see the last shadows cast by the sun. 

Very soon we will be in twilight as the sun goes below the horizon. 



 

Image 29 - Now with the sun below the horizon we are in twilight and you can see that there are no 
more shadows cast by the sun. 

 
Owing to its distinctive quality, primarily the absence of shadows and the appearance of objects 
silhouetted against the lit sky, twilight has long been popular with photographers, who sometimes 
refer to the soft, diffused light from the sky as "sweet light". The twilight period ends at dusk with 
nightfall, the duration of which varies with latitude and with the season because it depends on the 
sun's angle of motion across the horizon at sunset and sunrise. Twilight is shorter at the equator and 
longer closer to the poles. This is because of the angle of the ecliptic or path of the sun across the 
sky. Also, twilights are longer in summer than in winter. 
 
Twilight offers a unique lighting scenario, within which ambient light (sunlight) gradually fades, 

creating a sparse but magical effect that is almost impossible to create artificially. The ethereal 

atmosphere will be present as the ambient light fades into darkness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Let’s check out some typical twilight photos from professional photographers.

 

Image 30 (downloaded) - Twilight at Newport, Rhode Island. 

 

 

 

 

Image 31 (downloaded) - Twilight at Marina di Pisa, Italy. The soft glowing light from the sky when 

the sun is below the horizon is caused by the reflection of the sun's rays from the atmosphere. 



 

Image 32 (downloaded) - Characteristic Polar night at twilight. While the Sun doesn't rise above the 

horizon, it does come close to doing so. Instead of the pitch black many imagine it to be like, you get 

a blue light much of the time during the days of the polar night. 

 

 

Image 33 (downloaded) - A time exposure during twilight. 



 

Image 34 (downloaded) - Xingping, China at twilight. 

Photos at this time turn out to be very interesting because of the special twilight light. 

 

 

 

Image 35 – Back to the HOG ride where we arrive at our scenic lookout point at Razorback still in 

twilight as you can see but it won’t be long to dusk. The ride plan was to arrive here as twilight fades 

to night and we timed it perfectly! Full credit to our ride planning Road Captains! 

 



 

Image 36 - We regather and head out to a little hill adjacent to the carpark to check out the view 

which is of the outer South Western Suburbs of Sydney. We were all forewarned that there were no 

amenities at this stop so we improvised as was necessary! 

 

 

Image 37 - The scenic view right at dusk with house lights illuminating the background. 

Well that was a nice quick stop for a leg stretch and after a 15-minute break we are again on our 

way. 



 

Image 38 – It’s now 6.30 pm and all of a sudden, the area lights up and comes to life as we start our 

bikes for the onward ride. 

 

 

 

Image 39 – It’s getting a bit cool now with temperatures approaching 110C but proper planning for 

the ride means that you are not a bit cold! 



 

Image 40 - Now 7.00 pm and on our final stretch back to Eastern Creek sees us mostly on well-lit 

major arterial roads with a bit of traffic congestion. 

 

 

 

Image 41 - We arrive at our final destination for today, the BP Truck Stop servo at Eastern Creek very 

close to schedule at around 7.30 pm. That concludes the “loop” ride as we started from Eastern 

Creek. 



 

Image 42 - There is plenty of parking available here and the restaurant offers everything from a 

quick coffee to a full dinner. 

 

Image 43 - Inside the restaurant we of course need to adhere to current social distancing 

requirements. To this end, our Road captains are also acting as group marshalls to ensure adherence 

to this by all. 

Most of us stayed here for about an hour and had left by 8.30 pm.  

 

To those HOG members who havent been on a ride recently, why not join us on a ride sometime 
soon. You are assured of great company and a very pleasurable ride experience!  
 
Ride Safe,  

Sergio  Editor / Historian,  NSW Chapter 


